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FEATURE FOCUS
Document Management Module

Welcome!
Welcome to the third edition of our UnifiMD
monthly newsletter, powered by CHS! Inside we
will discuss...
Feature Focus - Document Management
Module
YOU hear it first...
Our Partner WINS!
Staff pet pic!

Integrated with your PM, easily
improve patient workflow while
reducing paper and waste. UnifiMD
connects to your database and
automatically creates patient records
in the document management module.
Simply log into UnifiMD, choose your
patient, and it files the document into
custom named folders and categories.
Document retrieval is easy, organized
and available across your entire
network, saving time. Our powerful
internal messaging feature allows staff
to communicate efficiently. Never lose
a note or message again. Messages
regarding specific patients are
automatically saved in their charts. It
also connects to your basic industry
standard
faxing
and
scanning
solutions. No more expensive 3rd
party software solutions.

YOU hear it first...
CHS & TotalMD Partnership
We are thrilled to welcome
TotalMD
to
our
strategic
partnership
program.
This
partnership
agreement
will
provide tightly integrated and
comprehensive
technology
solutions powered by TotalMD's
practice management software
and CHS UnifiMD ONC certified
EMR suite. This partnership
benefits
or
end-users
and
combined reseller channels while
creating new opportunities for
growth.

rapidly
changing
healthcare
industry. This partnership allows
us to provide practices with an
integrated software solution
along with the personalized
service and support TotalMD has
always been known for,” says
David Arnett, President of
TotalMD.
"This gives your reseller partners
and clients another PM option
that integrates with UnifiMDs'
industry leading EMR and suite of Our Partner WINS!
services. Options. Possibilities.
Security." - CHS Leadership
Not only has the number of

TotalMD has over a decade of
experience developing practice
management software, while CHS
is the developer of UnifiMD, an
ONC-Certified EHR. Through this
partnership medical providers will
be able to leverage both solutions
in order to simplify their practice
operations. Implementation will be
handled by an expert team with
years of experience helping
practices roll-out new technology.
"Our companies share the goal of
helping
independent
medical
practices be successful in the

Just For Fun
Pet of the month...
Meet Bolt!
He is an adorable 10 month old
Pomsky (cross breed Siberian
husky and Pomeranian) and a tiny
escape artist who runs really fast!
He also thinks he's a cat, playing
with toys with his paws and found
on top of furniture routinely. The
dining room table is his favorite
piece to be on. At a whopping 9
pounds he fits through the tiniest
places and likes to hide from the
Penna family.
Parents are Anthony and Carey.

UnifiMD
Partners
increased this past month,
but our UnifiMD Partners
have been very busy
talking about UnifiMD, and
it shows.
Your
recent
efforts
resulted in many new leads
and sales!
Here are some recent wins:
A two Doctor
dermatology clinic in
TN for Basic EMR
hosted with
Medication
Management.
A one Doctor Urgent
Clinic in FL for Basic
EMR hosted.
We welcome a new
UnifiMD VAR Partner
from NC to the CHS
family!
We welcome TotalMD
from AZ to the CHS
family!

